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	Broadcasting 02


Course Description

Prerequisite:  Broadcast 01
Broadcasting 02 builds the skills learned in Broadcast 01.  Students in Broadcast 02 will be actively creating, recording, editing and broadcasting audience appropriate content for the school community.  Broadcast 02 students will also be able to express creative and client service by creating Public Service Announcements.  Students will demonstrate proficiency in Adobe Premiere Pro.   Students will demonstrate proficiency in Studio Production.


Course Focus

Broadcast 02 is designed to help students understand the concepts of deadline and professional behavior through creating daily broadcasts that are broadcast to all 3 schools and over the internet to district patrons.   


Text and References:  Current industry articles, teacher handouts.

Course Goals

The following list of course goals will be addressed in the course. These goals are directly related to the performance objectives. (*Designates a CRUCIAL goal)

	*1.	Demonstrate safety
	*2.	Demonstrate good behavior
 	3.	Demonstrate good teamwork.
	*4.	Operate Camera
	*5.	Operate Audio Board
	*6.	Operate Switcher
 	7.	Write script
 	8.	Create storyboards
 	9.	Record raw video
	*10.	Demonstrate correct focus
	*11.	Choose appropriate aperture
	12.	Determine appropriate camera position
	13.	Apply framing principles
	*14.	Choose appropriate subject material
	*15.	Gather Client approval
	16.	Work as videographer
	*17.	Demonstrate proper camera operation
	18.	Select locations
	19.	Demonstrate proper camera storage
	*20.	Use tripod
	21.	Collect sound
	22.	Work as editor
	*23.	Load video
	*24.	Create 30 second PSAs
  *25. 	Operate Adobe Premiere Pro
	*26.	Record studio audio tracks
	27.	Retrieve finished script final approval. 


Student Contributions

Students will need to make the most of their time to be successful.  A good attitude and professional demeanor will go a long way to make students succeed.  Students will need to be timely, adhere to the school dress, behavior, and academic standards, and be willing to adapt to fluid situations.
Equally important, students must want to have fun.


Course Schedule

Class meets every other day for 87 minutes.  Lab is open during third lunch, for 30 minutes after school, and by special arrangement.
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